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PART 1: Review Comments
Reviewer’s comment

Compulsory REVISION comments

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer,
correct the manuscript and highlight that part in
the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors
should write his/her feedback here)

The paper refers to rich, relevant
literature, both at international and
regional level.
However, I consider that a subchapter
should be added concerning the legal
regime of decentralization and local
autonomy (containing also comparative
assertions from French, Anglo-Saxon law
etc.).In this context, the author could
introduce appreciations on the approach
of these topics in the
European Union.

Minor REVISION comments
In the subchapter on decentralization
there is an incorrect conclusion that
devolution/deconcentration is a form of
decentralization. A normative/legal
analysis shows that both
decentralization and devolution/
deconcentration represent two processes
enabling the transfer of competences of
administrative feature from central
level of the state to lower one, local
communities. The differences between the
two processes are presented, on one
hand, in view of their purposes, at
devolution/deconcentration the aim being
decongestion of the state command
center, and for decentralization the
aim is a recognition of the possibility
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of self-administration of the local
communities. On the other hand, in
devolution/deconcentration the bodies
acting at local level are appointed by
government and liable to government,
being subordinated, while at
decentralization, the local authorities
are most often the outcome of
local elections. Therefore, we believe
that it is important to complete the
general framework of the paper with
references of legal nature, more
consistent.
The author should express more
attention for quotations: the re
quotations without mentioning the year,
pages (JJ Rousseau etc.) as well as
quotations without source (line186187,etc) or without mentioning the pages
(line 195,etc).
Optional/General comments
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